The IPF lot is divided into 2 different zones dependent upon the size of RV. Patrons must purchase a parking pass for the appropriate zone relative to the size of the RV they will bring to the game.

**IMPORTANT:** RVs must fit into the space that is purchased. **RVs may be smaller than the space purchased, but may not be longer than the space purchased.** The reason for this restriction is to maintain safety and fire lanes in the RV Region. RVs that are longer than the space purchased are not guaranteed a space on campus. The RV length measurement is from "Hitch to Spare".

For example, in Zone 1 the RV length can be longer than 31 feet, but RVs that are under 31 feet are also eligible to park in Zone 1 spaces.

In Zone 2, RVs must be under 30 feet. RVs that are over 30 feet in length will not be allowed to park in Zone 2 spaces. In this case the RV will not be allowed into the lot and may be assigned an available space in another region depending on space availability. RV spaces purchased outside of length restrictions are not guaranteed a space on campus.

**Zones, Length Restrictions and Quantities**
- Zone 1 – Any size RV – 44 spaces
- Zone 2 – 30 feet and under – 21 spaces

**Important:** This length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”
See the map below for details of specific zone locations.
The Valley Crest North Strip lot has 1 zone. Patrons must purchase a parking pass relative to the size of the RV they will bring to the game.

**IMPORTANT AND NEW FOR THIS YEAR:** RVs must fit into the space that is purchased. **RVs may be smaller than the space purchased, but may not be longer than the space purchased.** The reason for this restriction is to maintain safety and fire lanes in the RV Region. RVs that are longer than the space purchased are not guaranteed a space on campus. The RV length measurement is from "Hitch to Spare".

For example, in Zone 2, RVs must be under 30 feet. RVs that are over 30 feet in length will not be allowed to park in Zone 2 spaces. In this case the RV will not be allowed into the lot and may be assigned an available space in another region depending on space availability. RV spaces purchased outside of length restrictions are not guaranteed a space on campus.

### Zones, Length Restrictions and Quantities
- **Zone 2** – 30 feet and under – 39 spaces

**Important:** This length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”

**See the map below for details of specific zone locations.**
**REGION 4 VALLEY CREST TURNAROUND RV ZONE AND LENGTH INFORMATION**

The Valley Crest Turnaround lot is divided into 2 different zones dependent upon the size of RV. Patrons must purchase a parking pass for the appropriate zone relative to the size of the RV they will bring to the game.

**IMPORTANT AND NEW FOR THIS YEAR:** RVs must fit into the space that is purchased. **RVs may be smaller than the space purchased, but may not be longer than the space purchased.** The reason for this restriction is to maintain safety and fire lanes in the RV Region. RVs that are longer than the space purchased are not guaranteed a space on campus. The RV length measurement is from "Hitch to Spare".

For example, in Zone 1 the RV length can be longer than 31 feet, but RVs that are under 31 feet are also eligible to park in Zone 1 spaces.

In Zone 2, RVs must be under 30 feet. RVs that are over 30 feet in length will not be allowed to park in Zone 2 spaces. In this case the RV will not be allowed into the lot and may be assigned an available space in another region depending on space availability. RV spaces purchased outside of length restrictions are not guaranteed a space on campus.

**Zones, Length Restrictions and Quantities**
- Zone 1 – Any size RV – 16 spaces
- Zone 2 – 30 feet and under – 3 spaces

**Important:** This length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”

See the map below for details of specific zone locations.

![Map of Region 4 Valley Crest Turnaround RV Zone and Length Information]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>RV Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>Any Size RV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>30’ and Under</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total RV Capacity: 19
The South Fairway Playfield lot is divided into 2 different zones dependent upon the size of RV. Patrons must purchase a parking pass for the appropriate zone relative to the size of the RV they will bring to the game.

**IMPORTANT AND NEW FOR THIS YEAR:** RVs must fit into the space that is purchased. **RVs may be smaller than the space purchased, but may not be longer than the space purchased.** The reason for this restriction is to maintain safety and fire lanes in the RV Region. RVs that are longer than the space purchased are not guaranteed a space on campus. The RV length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”.

For example, in Zone 2 the RV length must be between 24 and 30 feet. If the RV measures outside of this length, the RV will not be allowed into the lot and may be assigned an available space in another region depending on space availability. RV spaces purchased outside of length restrictions are not guaranteed a space on campus.

**Zones, Length Restrictions and Quantities**
- Zone 1 – 31 feet or longer – 41 spaces
- Zone 2 – 24 feet 30 feet – 9 spaces

**Important:** This length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”

See the map below for details of specific zone locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>RV Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1:</td>
<td>Any Size RV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2:</td>
<td>30’ and under</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Region 5: South Fairway Play Field

Total RV Capacity: 50
**REGION 6 SPRING ST. RV ZONE AND LENGTH INFORMATION**

The Spring St. lot has 1 zone. Patrons must purchase a parking pass for the appropriate zone relative to the size of the RV they will bring to the game.

**IMPORTANT AND NEW FOR THIS YEAR:** RVs must fit into the space that is purchased. RVs may be smaller than the space purchased, but may not be longer than the space purchased. The reason for this restriction is to maintain safety and fire lanes in the RV Region. RVs that are longer than the space purchased are not guaranteed a space on campus. The RV length measurement is from "Hitch to Spare".

For example, in Zone 1 the RV length can be longer than 31 feet, but RVs that are under 31 feet are also eligible to park in Zone 1 spaces.

**Zones, Length Restrictions and Quantities**

- **Zone 1** – Any size RV – 25 spaces

  **Important:** This length measurement is from “Hitch to Spare”

See the map below for details of specific zone locations.